[Alpha- and theta-bands spatial synchronization in unconscious visual set formed for perception of emotional facial expression].
EEG coherence in the alpha and theta bands during set formation and testing was studied in healthy adult subjects (n = 35). The set was formed to pictures of faces with a negative emotional expression (an angry face). Different patterns of the EEG spatial synchronization were revealed for the theta and alpha bands, especially, in subjects who formed the rigid set (erroneous perception of the facial expression in the form of contrast and assimilative illusions). An increase in coherence in the theta band was observed in subjects of this group (n = 23) between the dorsolateral frontal and temporal regions of the right hemisphere. A neural mechanism underlying the visual illusions was suggested. Analysis of the EEG coherence in the theta and alpha bands makes it possible to obtain the "windows" for the insight into operation of the cortico-hippocampal and fronto-thalamic functional systems of the integrative brain activity and involvement of these systems in perception of facial expression. The fronto-thalamic system is involved in a more generalized activation of the brain cortex, especially of its frontal regions. The theta rhythm system seems to facilitate the integration of the frontal and temporal cortices of the right hemisphere and association of the right temporal region with the parietal and central regions of both hemispheres.